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About Roslyn Byfield
Following an earlier career in library and information management, I followed up a
longstanding interest in mental health and therapy by retraining as a
psychodynamic counsellor (2004-7). Having gained extensive experience in NHS
and voluntary sector placements, I set up my private practice in 2012 and,
alongside that, have been active in mental health promotion and in professional
issues. 
 
My supervisor clarified the importance of a system to inform and support clients for
times when we may be suddenly unable to work (accident, illness, death, etc.) and
I found myself becoming more and more interested in this often-neglected area of
professional practice.
 

I have particular interests in the loss/grief/depression constellation, group (including family) dynamics, the
Unconscious in organisations and in the spectrum of mental health (of which counselling/therapy is an
important part), and have worked with former NHS Maudsley colleagues in many mental wellbeing events.

@RoslynByfield

In this unregulated landscape, we have a situation where some professional bodies mandate wills and others
do not, and increasingly, I have found myself becoming a champion for this key task, hearing many stories
from clients and therapists about their own journeys, which clarify just how important it is and the
consequences of not following through on it. I am very much hoping that we will reach a stage when all
therapists (coaches, too?) will consider it second nature to put in place an incapacity policy.

https://twitter.com/RoslynByfield


About Mike Trier
I have worked for many years counselling teenagers.
 
Now, I have a private practice in Sheffield, mainly counselling couples as a Relate
Licensed Counsellor, but I also counsel individuals; I am a supervisor, and I offer
training, both to young people and adults.
I am BACP Accredited, and achieved both my Person Centred Diploma in
Counselling, and my Person Centred Certificate in Supervision at Temenos, in
Sheffield.
 
Therapy Today, November 2018 - (Gloria revisited - Mike Trier)
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